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Abstract
In a multilingual Semantic Web, authors might write in precise, expressive varieties of diverse

languages.  Do such controlled  languages  exist?  Of  41  candidates,  just  4  were  (1)  designed for
multiple  domains  and  genres  and  (2)  documented  enough  for  evaluation.  A sample  of  Web
statements on health and human rights revealed limited expressivity or precision in each language.
The most expressive one avoided structural ambiguity but allowed semantic ambiguity that could
frustrate human and machine comprehension. The possibility of a practical Web-scale controlled
language remains undemonstrated but unrefuted.

Introduction
Of various  Semantic  Web visions  (Marshall  2003),  the  most  prominent  (Berners-Lee  2001)

imagines authors using "off-the-shelf software for writing Semantic Web pages" that machines can
reason with. So that authors need not be knowledge engineers (Marshall 2003, Shirky 2003), formal
but "seemingly informal" controlled natural languages might make semantic precision practical for
them  (Bernth  1998a;  Clark  2005;  Schwitter  2005).  If  so,  equivalent  controlled  varieties  of  all
languages could make the Semantic Web panlingual.

To evaluate the costs, benefits, and feasibility of a controlled-language Semantic Web, including
the  usability  of  controlled  languages  for  humans  and  their  tractability  for  machines,  we  need
appropriate  languages.  Their  documentation  must  show  authors  how  to  represent  diverse
illocutionary forces, evidentialities, probabilities, times, aspects, moods, numbers, persons, discourse
references,  entities,  and relations.  Unlike  natural  languages,  however,  such controlled  languages
must not merely permit but require authors to avoid structural and semantic ambiguities that frustrate
automated natural-language processing.

Is any controlled natural language Web-ready? I considered projects in the last 25 years, whether
their  languages  were  aimed  at  the  Web,  machine  reasoning,  machine  translation,  or  human
intelligibility.  I  found 41 attempts  to  define (written)  controlled varieties  of  English,  Esperanto,
French,  German,  Greek,  Japanese,  Mandarin,  Spanish,  or  Swedish.  A "controlled  variety  of  X"
licenses some but not all sentences of X, may require annotations, and may license sentences only
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resembling X. It may be formalistic (a language-like formal notation) or naturalistic (a language
with  restrictions),  roughly  equivalent  to  the  "machine-oriented"/"human-oriented"  distinction
(O'Brien 2003, p. 1; Reuther 2003; Schwitter 2006, p. 2).

I  did  not  consider  controlled  editing  systems  (e.g.,  Power  2004),  natural-language-like
programming languages (e.g., Apple 1999), and (3) natural-language-based designs for universal,
philosophical, and exploratory languages (e.g., Harrison 2002, Langmaker 2006).

Screening
In  Exhibit  1,  I  describe each project  and classify  it  as  "restrictive"  or  "general".  Restrictive

projects (22) overtly or apparently aim for expressivity in a domain (e.g., truck repair) and/or genre
(e.g., instructions) and do not specify how to extend this expressivity. General projects (19) aim at
languages for multiple domains and genres. I found 4 general, multidomain-multigenre languages
sufficiently documentated for evaluation.

Evaluation Procedure
My evaluation was exploratory. I selected two test domains: health information and international

human rights. From Web sites (in English) in these domains, I chose ambiguous sentences, aiming to
discover limits in precision with a small sample. I then attempted to translate each sentence into each
controlled language, following the examples and instructions in its documentation, as any author
might do. The sample sentences are:

Avoid prolonged exposure to excessive heat and humidity. (NLM 2005, art. 3217)1.
Mosquitoes have become resistant to the pyrethroid insecticide used to treat mosquito netting.
(NIAID 2002, p. 12)

2.

Scientists do not think this is a serious limitation yet. (NIAID 2002, p. 12)3.
The investigators found that the incidence of cancers of the nervous system and the blood was
roughly 2.5 times higher in children whose mothers received pre-1963 vaccine than in children
whose mothers did not. (NCI 2005)

4.

Unless specific measures are taken to extend coverage and promote uptake in all population
groups  simultaneously,  improvement  of  aggregate  population  coverage  will  go  through  a
phase of increasing inequality. (WHO 2005, ch. 2, p. 30)

5.

What type of illness do you suffer from most? (ERP 2005, q. 8)6.
Recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world. (UDHR 1948,
Preamble)

7.

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have
the right to marry and to found a family. (UDHR 1948, Art. 16)

8.

No State Party shall expel, return ("refouler") or extradite a person to another State where
there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to
torture. (CAT 1984, Art. 3)

9.

The  members  of  the  Committee  shall  be  elected  by  secret  ballot  from a  list  of  persons
nominated by States Parties. (CAT 1984, Art. 17)

10.

Each State Party may nominate one person from among its own nationals. (CAT 1984, Art. 17)11.
An employer is required to take reasonable steps to accommodate your disability unless it
would cause the employer undue hardship. (OCR n.d.)

12.
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The sentences are expressively diverse. They describe, identify, forecast, prescribe, recommend,
declare, and ask. They make first-order (P), second-order (X believes P; X asserts P), and conditional
(P if Q) assertions and absolute (do X) and conditional (do X if P) prescriptions. They deal with
persons,  animals,  microorganisms,  organizations,  physical  objects,  substances,  attributes,  actions,
states, events, concepts, and classes. They contain second- and third-person pronominal references.
The entities in them are bare and quantified, definite and indefinite, singular and plural, simple and
modified. They describe various (simple, recent,  continuing, and pre-past) pasts,  various (recent,
eternal, and temporary) presents, and the future. Acts include those with and without patient (object)
arguments. Agents are specified and unspecified. There is conjunctive ("and") and disjunctive ("or")
coordination.

The  ambiguities  are  many  (Pool  2006).  Some  are  structural:  coordination  (1,  7),  adverb-
attachment  (3,  5),  prepositional-phrase-attachment  (5,  7,  8),  participle-attachment  (10),  clause-
attachment (9). Others are semantic-pragmatic: joint/several (1, 4, 8), class/instance (2), restrictive/
unrestrictive (2), perfective/imperfective (2), compound-relation (2), bare-plural-quantification (3),
negation/inversion  (3),  negated-element  (4),  copular  (7),  word-sense  (4,  5,  6,  7,  9,  12),
presupposition/prescription (10), permission/prohibition (11), pronominal-reference (12), argument
underspecification (1, 5), command/advice (1), assertive/effective/verdictive (8).

Consider sentence 1's ambiguities. Structural: The coordinand paired with "humidity" is any of
these  bracketed  phrases:  [prolonged  [exposure  to  [excessive  [heat]]]].  Pragmatic:  The  verb  is
imperative, but the illocutionary force may be a command or advice. Semantic: (1) Is one to avoid
the two conditions severally or jointly? (2) The addressee (implicit subject of "avoid") may be the
experiencer  of  "exposure"  (as  is  plausible  in  health-care  recommendations)  or  its  agent  (as  in
painting instructions).

Evaluations
I attempted to represent the test sentences in the 4 general, evaluatably documented languages

and to determine whether the languages' rules require authors to prevent the ambiguities discovered
in the sentences.

Formalized English (FE) (Martin 2002, Martin 2006) is being "designed to be as intuitive as
possible" for English-like but deep-logic-based representations of "natural language sentences and
knowledge ... in general". One meaning of sentence 1 in FE (version 2) might be "Any exposure
with duration an important time and with object some humidity and with object some heat that is
source of some pain should be object of an avoidance." One meaning of sentence 3 might be "No
scientist is agent of a believing with object `*this is agent of a limitation with time *now'." And one
of sentence 6's meanings might be "What is the illness that is the_most_frequent of the set of [illness
that is supertype of an illness that has for object *you]?" (Words with "*" are not primitives and must
be  user-defined).  As  in  these  encodings,  FE originally  relied  on  the  nominalization  or  nominal
treatment of most verbs and adjectives, but phrases like "is agent of an extradition with object a
person" now have alternates like "is extraditing a person". In lieu of tenses or utterance-relative time
expressions,  there  is  absolute  time  modification,  such  as  "at  time  2008".  Conditionality  can  be
represented  with  "if  ...  then",  and  possibility  with  "can",  as  in  "Any  state  can  be  agent  of  a
nomination" (from sentence 11). Various ambiguities are avoided in FE translation: "Fingers have
joints" becomes "Any finger has for part at least 1 joint"; "women have rights" might become "any
woman  has  for  entitlement  at  least  1  right";  "Alex  has  malaria"  might  become  "Alex  has  for
infection malaria"; and "children have fathers" might become "any child has for father 1 person".

It is not clear, however, how to encode some sentences. The attempt in sentence 1 to give advice
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may instead have produced a judgment. Issuing commands (9, 10), granting permission (11), making
second-person  references  (6,  12),  expressing  multiply-embedded  comparisons  (5),  and  stating
presuppositions as in "not yet" (3) and "recognition" (7) are other potential expressive features of
FE, but author guidance for them has not been published.

E2V  (Pratt-Hartmann  2003)  aims  to  be  general-purpose  and  efficiently  processable.  Unlike
Formalized English, E2V permits an unlimited set of verbs. "Every official who murders a citizen
deserves an imprisonment" and "Some patient does not protect herself" are E2V sentences. Pronouns
and quantifiers can be used without ambiguity. For example, "Some dog which infects a monkey
kills every cat which bites it" is ambiguous in English, but not in E2V, where "it" stands for "that
dog" because the phrase-structurally nearest noun phrase that can be coreferential with nonreflexive
"it" is the one headed by "dog", and the scopes of quantifiers "some", "a", and "every" are ordered by
subject > object and NP > relative clause rules.

E2V's more naturalistic syntax may enhance its usability, but completing the evaluation would
have required more documentation. It is not clear how to use E2V to give advice, issue commands,
ask questions, specify times, state conditions, or express capability. Its designer acknowledges that it
is  not  yet  "a  practically  useful  controlled  language"  (Pratt-Hartmann  2003,  p.  14).  Such  broad
applicability will depend on future extensions.

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) (Fuchs 2006) has been under development since 1995 as an
intuitive  but  unambiguous  fragment  of  English  suitable  for  knowledge  representation  in  the
Semantic Web. As of version 4, its grammar licenses "countable and mass nouns, collective and
distributive  plurals,  generalised  quantifiers,  indefinite  pronouns,  phrasal  and  prepositional  verbs,
phrasal and sentential negation, and anaphoric references to noun phrases through proper names,
definite  noun  phrases,  pronouns,  and  variables"  (Fuchs  2006,  p.  1).  The  associated  parser  can
translate any valid ACE sentence into a first-order representation. Its original purpose of representing
project  specifications  has  been  extended  to  include,  for  example,  database  integrity  constraints,
business rules, and protein interactions. Of the evaluated languages, ACE is the one under most
active development.

Sentence 7 could be an ACE sentence if amended to "The recognition of the inherent dignity and
of the equal and inalienable rights of all every members of the human family is the foundation of the
freedom and  the  justice  and  the  peace  in  the  world."  The  coordination  ambiguities  would  be
resolved as apparently intended (but see Pool 2006), though other sentences, such as "The woman is
the owner of a dog and the mother of two boys" (where the woman would be the owner of the
mother), exhibit what can be called deceptive precision.

Nonetheless,  the  evaluation  calls  for  some  features  not  in  ACE  (Fuchs  2005),  including
intentionality, modality, and clausal complementation (all planned for version 5). This conflicts with
sentences 3 ("think [that]"), 4 ("found that"), 5 ("taken [in order] to"), 8 ("right to"), 9 ("believing
that"),  10 ("shall  be"),  11 ("may"),  and 12 ("is required to",  "steps to").  "Verbs are restricted to
simple present tense, third person singular and plural, active voice, and indicative mood" (Fuchs
2006, p. 2), ruling out sentences 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 9.

The DLT Intermediate Language (DLTIL) (Witkam 1983, Schubert 1986, Schubert 2004) has
been unused since 1986, but until then was being developed as a machine-translation interlingua for
multidomain "informative" texts. It contains four open word classes (verb, noun, adjective, adverb)
and about 300 function words partitioned into two open (adjectives, adverbs) and six closed classes
(pronouns, articles, numerals, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections). Its grammar and lexicon
are  based  on  Esperanto.  In  practice,  to  compose  a  sentence  in  DLTIL,  one  can  compose  it  in
Esperanto and modify it as required. With Esperanto ranking about 24 among languages on the Web
(Kilgarriff 2003, p. 7), DLTIL can be expected to have wide expressive coverage, but questionable
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precision. DLTIL's design as a translation interlingua, too, makes one expect limited precision: One
design principle was to make DLTIL about as ambiguous lexically as typical natural languages, so as
not to force unnecessary disambiguation effort in source-to-interlingua translation (Witkam 1983,
pp. III.15-III.45).

As expected, the sentences are all translatable into DLTIL, but the language does not avoid all
the significant ambiguities (Pool 2006). DLTIL typically avoids the original structural ambiguities
and some, but not all, of the semantic ambiguities. It generally avoids ambiguities related to the
command/advice distinction, verb-negation semantics, the active/passive semantics of nominalized
verbs,  closed-class  word  senses,  negation  scope,  coordination  syntax,  and  the  attachments  of
adjuncts, adverbs, prepositions, clauses, and participles. Ambiguities that tend to survive include
those  relating  to  the  description/declaration  distinction,  individual  versus  aggregate  change,  the
prohibitions  implied  by  permissions,  the  implied  scope  of  commands,  the  implicit  controlled
argument  of  nominalized  verbs,  the  aspectual  interpretation  of  the  recent  past,  quantitative
comparison,  implied  thematic  roles,  existential  implications,  descriptive  versus  restrictive
modification, implicit quantification, coordination semantics, open-class word senses, long-distance
dependencies, pronominal reference, and compound modification sense.

For  example,  DLTIL can represent  sentence  1,  and in  doing so  it  prevents  two of  the  four
ambiguities  described  above.  One  representation  (with  the  orthography,  morphemes,  morpheme
gloss, and English translation) is:

Evit`u la daŭr`a`n en`ad`o`n en tro`a`j varm`o kaj humid`o.
Evit-u la daŭr-a-0-n en-ad-o-0-n en tro-a-j-0 varm-o-0-0 kaj humid-o-0-0.
Avoid-IMP  the  last-ADJ-SG-ACC  in-ing-N-SG-ACC  in  too-ADJ-PL-NOM  hot-N-

SG-NOM and humid-N-SG-NOM
Avoid prolonged exposure to excessive (1) heat and (2) humidity.

DLTIL inflects  adjectives  for  number,  and  this  partly  prevents  the  coordinand  ambiguity:  The
adjectives are (singular, plural) when the left coordinand is "heat", and (plural, singular) when it is
"exposure to excessive heat". But they are (singular, singular) in the other two cases. DLTIL further
requires that a conjunction be prefixed with a mark for each leftward enlargement of the minimal left
coordinand. Thus, for the three possible coordinands larger than "heat", the conjunction "kaj" ('and')
becomes  "·kaj",  "··kaj",  and  "···kaj".  This  (semiredundantly)  prevents  the  coordinand  ambiguity.
DLTIL also requires that the imperative mood carry command force (Witkam 1983, p. IV.44) and
uses another construction for advice. But the documentation does not specify a rule interpreting a
coordination  as  joint  or  several  or  a  rule  identifying  an  ambiguous  implicit  argument  of  a
nominalized verb like "exposure".

The ambiguities permitted by DLTIL may promote intelligible translation, but seem likely to
hinder Semantic Web functionalities like retrieval, question answering, and summarization.

Conclusion
Controlled natural languages that have been reported as successes have been mainly restrictive:

designed for limited, intra-organization or intra-industry purposes. That they cover single domains
and genres, with repetitive and trainable authors, facilitates their efficacy.

General controlled natural languages--designed for multidomain, multigenre meaning expression
as in the Semantic Web--will be deployed under less auspicious conditions. My evaluation suggests
that for such uses formalistic languages (like FE, E2V, and ACE) will exhibit high precision but
limited expressivity, while naturalistic ones (like DLTIL) will be highly expressive but semi-precise.
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The two strategies might converge, but no project has bridged the gap yet, and it remains unknown
how  a  controlled  natural  language  can  achieve  precise,  yet  broadly  expressive,  meaning
representation.

Until  we  have  Web-scale  controlled  natural  languages,  we  cannot  (1)  evaluate  their  human
usability  and  machine  tractability  or  (2)  develop  and  evaluate  support  systems  for  their  use  in
Semantic  Web  authorship.  Such  systems  could  (1)  customize  grammars  and  lexicons,  (2)  use
statistical methods to rank analyses, (3) learn each author's usual word senses, (4) check validity, (5)
construct valid expressions by interviewing authors, (6) help authors estimate the return on their
controlled-encoding investment, and (7) help native speakers create standard-compliant controlled
languages.

The two strategies of controlled-language design might enliven the quest for a Semantic Web,
whose mainstream planning is based on the formalistic RDF semantic model and notation (W3C
2004,  Shadbolt  2006).  A controlled-language  approach  would  imply  competing  scenarios.  In  a
formalistic scenario, the Semantic Web begins with precise but expressively confined annotations to
existing  content.  In  a  naturalistic  scenario,  the  Semantic  Web  begins  with  incremental
disambiguating modifications to existing content. Controlled languages could thus help supplement
the discussion of whether the Semantic Web vision is right or wrong with a discussion of which
Semantic Web strategy is superior.

Exhibit 1: Controlled Natural Languages
Legend:  "F/"  =  formalistic;  "N/"  =  naturalistic;  "/R"  =  restricted;  "/G"  =  general;  "Exp:"  =
Expressiveness restrictions; "Mod:" = notable modifications to base language's grammar; "Lex" =
closed lexicon or limitations on lexeme senses.

Airbus  Warning Language  (Spaggiari  2003):  N/R,  English.  Exp:  Short  industrial  warnings.
Mod: No "un-" with "not" sense; word-order restrictions. Lex.

ALCOGRAM  (Adriaens 1992): N/R, English. Exp: Telecommunication technology. Mod: No
determiner omission or introductory participial-adverbial clauses. Lex.

ASD  Simplified  Technical  English  (ASD  2005):  N/R,  English.  Exp:  Prescriptions  and
descriptions.  Mod:  No  gerunds,  present  participles,  complex  tenses,  conditional  or  subjunctive
mood, passive voice, or compounds with 4+ elements; no omission of articles except on noninitial
coordinands. Lex.

Attempto Controlled English (Fuchs 2006): F/G, English. Exp: Specifications. Mod: Dynamic
names;  no  1st-  and  2nd-person  pronouns,  tenses,  continuous  aspect,  passives,  subjunctives,
imperatives, modals, intensional verbs, copular "become", definite copula complements (but contrary
example on p. 61),  ditransitive verbs except with NP and "to"-PP as complements,  non-nominal
comparisons (e.g., "he speaks faster than he writes"), superlative predication, "by", "under", "over",
"behind", "in front of", "before", or "after"; no adverbs modifying sentences, adjectives, or adverbs;
no prepositional phrases modifying sentences, adjectives, or (except "of") nouns; no coordination of
subjects, prepositional objects, or "of" phrases. Lex.

Avaya Controlled English (O'Brien 2003): N/R, English.
CELT  (Pease  2003):  F/R,  English.  Lex:  English  WordNet  mapped  to  SUMO;  polysemy

permitted.
ClearTalk (Skuce 2003): F/R, English. Exp: Prescriptions, descriptions. Mod: Parentheses must

resolve  ambiguous  attachments  and  coordinations;  verb  conjunctions  analyzed  as  having  no
sequential denotation.

CLIP (Sukkarieh 2003a, Sukkarieh 2003b): F/R, English. Exp: McLogic-equivalent sentences.
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Mod: Quantifier scopes must decrease in left-to-right surface order; no coordination with collective
(vs. distributive) sense.

Common  Logic  Controlled  English  (Sowa  2004):  F/R,  English.  Exp:  First-order-logic-
equivalent sentences. Mod: Nouns must be singular; verbs must be present-tense; noncompositional
nominals  must  be  declared  as  units;  no  pronouns;  restrictions  on  prepositional  and  quantifier
attachment; annotation requirements.

Controlled  Automotive  Service  Language  (Hebling  2002,  pp.  107-112):  N/R,  English.  Exp:
Automotive maintenance. Mod: No personal pronouns; 62 restrictive rules. Lex.

Controlled Chinese (Zhang 1998): N/G, Mandarin. Lex: No polysemy.
Controlled English (Océ) (Cucchiarini 2002, p. 2; Cremers 2003, pp. 38-51): N/R, English. Exp:

Prescriptions and descriptions. Mod: as with ASD Simplified Technical English. Lex.
Controlled Modern Greek (Vassiliou 2003): N/G, Greek. Mod: Some constructions prohibited.

Lex.
CPL (Clark 2005, Clark 2006): F/G, English. Exp: Knowledge-Machine-equivalent sentences,

including nonpolar questions. Mod: No pronouns; structural restrictions.
DLT Intermediate Language (Witkam 1983; Schubert 1986; Schubert 2004): N/G, Esperanto.

Exp:  Nonmetaphorical  statements.  Mod:  Intraword  morpheme  boundaries,  prepositional-phrase
attachment distances, and coordination ellipsis must be marked. Lex.

E2V  (Pratt-Hartmann  2003):  F/G,  English.  Exp:  Two-variable  first-order-logic-equivalent
sentences.  Mod:  No  long-distance  pronominal  reference;  universal,  subject,  and  main-clause
quantifiers must have wide scope; scope must obey subject quantifier > clausal negation > quantifier
within negated clause.

EasyEnglish (Betts 2003): N/G, English. Mod: No pronouns with ambiguous antecedents; no
ambiguous genitive case. Lex.

EasyEnglishAnalyzer (Bernth 1997; Bernth 1998a; Bernth 1998b; Hebling 2002, pp. 93-106):
N/G,  English.  Mod:  Post-complement  participial  phrases  deprecated;  no  shared  constituent
coordination;  noun-participle  modifiers  must  be  hyphenated;  embedded  coordinands  must  be
bracketed;  at  most  1  embedded  coordination  must  be  nonbinary;  no  preclausal  modifiers  of
non-subject arguments; no pronouns with ambiguous antecedents; no postmodified double passive
participles; 40 restrictive or deprecative rules.

Ericsson English  (Adriaens  1992):  N/R,  English.  Mod:  No present  participles.  Lex:  Closed
lexicon.

FAA Air Traffic Control Phraseology (FAA 2006, Jones 2002): N/R, English. Exp: Air traffic
control.

First Order English (Pulman 2002): F/G, English. Exp: First-order-logic-equivalent sentences.
Formalized  English  (Martin  2002,  Martin  2006):  F/G,  English.  Exp:  Conceptual-Graph-

Interchange-Format- and thus first-order-logic-equivalent sentences. Mod: No imperative mood or
first- or second-person pronouns.

Français  rationalisé  (Barthe 1999):  N/R,  French.  Exp:  Prescriptions  and descriptions.  Mod:
Noun  compounds  with  omitted  prepositions  deprecated;  no  past  infinitives  (e.g.,  "avoir  aidé"),
prepositional phrases of time ("lors de"), subjunctive verbs, or unregistered reflexive verbs; no future
tense  with  present  or  imperative  sense;  50  restrictive  rules.  Lex:  Lexical  restrictions  include
exclusion of some verb frames (e.g., "empêcher ... de [VINF]").

interNOSTRUM  Controlled  Spanish  (Canals-Marote  2001,  p.  3):  N/G,  Spanish.  Not
implemented.

KANT Controlled English (Mitamura 1995; Mitamura 1999; Nyberg 1996): N/G, English. Exp:
Concise  technical  prescriptions,  descriptions,  and questions.  Mod:  No implicit  heads  (Mitamura
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1995, pp. 7-8), ellipsis (Mitamura 1995, p. 8), or object or complex relative clauses; prepositional-
phrase attachment must comply with syntactic-semantic mapping rules and domain-model frames;
SGML attachment  tags  permitted  for  attachment  disambiguation  (Mitamura  1995,  p.  9;  Nyberg
1996, p. 7); coordination must comply with unique nondistributed interpretation rule (Nyberg 1996,
pp.  7-8);  pronoun antecedents  must  comply with discourse reference resolution rules  (Mitamura
2002); some compound-noun modification senses prohibited (Mitamura 1995, p. 7). Lex.

MenuChoice (Vertan 2003): F/R, English. Exp: Tourist health conversations.
MULTILINT (Reuther 1998): N/G, German. Mod: Genitive arguments of verb nominalizations

with ambiguous thematic roles and some categorial and other structural ambiguities deprecated.
Multinational Customized English (Adams 1999): N/G, English. Lex: No polysemy.
PENG  (Schwitter  2003,  Schwitter  2006):  F/R,  English.  Exp:  Specifications  and  use  cases

equivalent to first-order-predicate-logic sentences and questions answered by them.
Perkins Approved Clear English (Douglas 1996): N/G, English. Mod: 10 restrictive rules. Lex.
Plain Japanese (Sato 2004): N/G, Japanese. Mod: No topic-marking or idiomatic use of "nara".

Lex: closed lexicon, spelling restrictions.
PoliceSpeak (Johnson 2002): N/R, English. Exp: Police radio communication. Lex.
ScaniaSwedish  (Almqvist 1996, Uppsala 2001): N/R, Swedish. Exp: Automotive technology.

Lex.
SeaSpeak (Kimbrough 2004): N/R, English. Exp: Maritime communication. Mod: Illocutionary

force must be marked. Lex.
Siemens-Dokumentationsdeutsch (Lehrndorfer 1998): N/G, German.
Simplified Technical Spanish (Ruiz 2003): N/R, Spanish. Exp: Prescriptions and descriptions.

Mod: approximately as with ASD Simplified Technical English.
Simplus (Lingua 2006): N/G, English. Mod: 60 restrictive rules, partly based on ASD Simplified

Technical English. Lex: user-definable lexicons.
Sun  Proof  (Akis  2003,  O'Brien  2003):  N/R,  English.  Mod:  No  future  tense,  3rd-person

pronouns, reduced relative clauses, gerunds, present participles, or clusters of 4+ nouns.
TITUS (Lehtola 1999a): N/R, French. Exp: Textiles.
Universal  Translation  Language  (Franco  2001):  N/G,  Esperanto.  Mod:  Relative  and

interrogative  proforms  and  personal  and  impersonal  senses  of  u-series  correlatives  lexically
differentiated;  nominal  attachment of prepositional  phrases must  be marked with pre-preposition
preposition; pronominal antecedents must be marked if ambiguous; no idiomatic expressions. Lex:
No polysemy.

Webtran  (Lehtola  1999b):  N/R,  Swedish.  Exp:  Product  catalogs.  Mod:  Restrictive  rules
user-specifiable. Lex: Lexicon user-specifiable.
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